Chris Wilson, M.D.
Director
Discovery & Translational Sciences
Global Health Program
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

Seminar Date: February 10, 2015
"Knowable Unknowns Along the Path to Vaccines for HIV, Malaria and Other Global Health Challenges"
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_wilson_021015/#

Steve Pergam, MD, MPH
Assistant Member, VIDD
Assistant Member, Clinical Research Division
Director of Infection Control, SCCA
Assistant Professor, Medicine
University of Washington

Seminar Date: March 3, 2015
“Understanding the ‘Guts’ of Infection Prevention in Cancer and Transplant Patients”
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_pergam_030315

Justin Taylor, PhD
Assistant Member, VIDD

Seminar Date: March 10, 2015
“Analyzing the response of rare antigen-specific B cells”
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_taylor_031015
Joshua T. Schiffer, MD, Msc
Assistant Member, VIDD
Assistant Member, Clinical Research Division
Assistant Professor, Department of Medicine
University of Washington

Seminar Date: March, 24 2015
“In silico clinical trials for treatment and eradication of viral infections”
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_schiffer_032415/

Michael Gale, PhD
Professor, Immunology
Adjunct Professor, Microbiology & Global Health
University of Washington
Affiliate Investigator, VIDD

Seminar Date: April 21, 2015
“Antiviral Innate Immunity and Protection Against RNA Viruses”
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_gale_042115

Connie Celum, MD, MPH
Professor, Allergy & Infectious Disease
Professor, Global Health
Adjunct Professor, Epidemiology
University of Washington
Affiliate Investigator, VIDD

Seminar Date: April 28, 2015
“PrEP: Evidence and implementation”
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_celum_042815
Lisa Frenkel, MD
Professor, Pediatrics & Lab Medicine & Adjunct Professor, Global Health - University of Washington
Co-Director, Center for Global Infectious Disease Research
Seattle Children’s Research Institute
Associate, Division of Infectious Disease - Seattle Children’s Hospital
Affiliate Investigator, VIDD

Seminar Date: May 12, 2015
“How are HIV reservoirs sustained during antiretroviral treatment (ART)?
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_frenkel_051215

Joshua Hill, MD
Senior Fellow, VIDD

Seminar Date: May 19, 2015
“Human Herpesvirus 6 in Hematopoietic Cell Transplant Recipients: Navigating Koch’s Postulates in the Molecular Era”
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_hill_051915/#

Edus H. Warren, MD, PhD
Professor of Medicine
University of Washington
Member, Clinical Research Division

Seminar Date: May 26, 2015
“The B-cell receptor in African Burkitt lymphoma: biomarker, oncogene, and potential therapeutic target
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_warren_052615
Daniel Kaufmann, MD  
*Associate Clinical Professor*  
*Department of Medicine*  
*University of Montreal*

Seminar Date: June 16, 2015  
“CD4 T cell plasticity and residual immune dysregulation syndrome in HIV infection”  
[http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_kaufmann_061615](http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_kaufmann_061615)

Dara Strauss-Albee  
*PhD Student in Immunology*  
*Stanford University*

Seminar Date: June 30, 2015  
“NK cell repertoire diversity reflects immune experience and predicts viral susceptibility”  
[http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_straussalbee_063015](http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_straussalbee_063015)

Amalia Magaret, PhD  
*Associate Member in VIDD, Public Health Sciences*  
*Research Associate Professor, Laboratory Medicine*  
*University of Washington*

Seminar Date: October 27, 2015  
“Love is an open Sore: But HSV shedding may be a better outcome than lesions for evaluating herpes treatments”  
[http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_magaret_102715](http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_magaret_102715)
Noah Sather, PhD
Assistant Professor
Center for Infectious Disease Research

Seminar Date: November 3, 2015
“Novel antibody-inducing vaccine targets against pre-erythrocytic malaria”
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_sather_110315

Marie Pancera, PhD
Research Scientist
NIH
Acting Instructor, School of Medicine
University of Washington
Affiliate Investigator, VIDD

Date: November 10, 2015
“Structure, immune recognition and conformational stabilization of the HIV-1 Env Spike”
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_pancera_111015

Danielle Zerr, MD, MPH
Professor, Department of Pediatrics
University of Washington
Division Chief, Endowed Chair in Pediatric Infectious Disease Research
Seattle Children’s

Seminar Date: November 17, 2015
“Understanding the enemy: The Epidemiology of Resistant Enterobacteriaceae in Children”
http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_zerr_111715
Seminar Date: November 24, 2015

“Parasite Genetic Diversity Affects Protective Efficacy in a Phase 3 Trial of the RTS,S/AS01 Malaria Vaccine”

http://stream.fhcrc.org/viddseminar_juraska_112415